Abstract: The automotive industry is, based on the sales, the most important industry section in Germany and other countries. Because of many various boundary conditions, like CO 2 and fuel reduction, the calibration of the engine control unit is growing up for the development of the whole system automotive. Traditional calibration methods fail because of the increasing complexity of the optimization tasks and the huge measurement effort. A one dimensional engine process simulation in combination with a physical combustion model can significantly contribute to essential parts of engine calibration. For an accurate reproduction of the reality the simulation model must be calibrated. Factors are used as calibration parameters, which take influence on various combustion values. With the help of an automatic optimization routine the time effort can be reduced significantly for the adjustment with constant or increasing accuracy. Therefore, the main target of this contribution is the improvement of the simulation and optimization techniques. For this aspect an evolutionary algorithm, which is a combination of a genetic algorithm and an evolutionary strategy, is used for the optimzation task. Evolutionary optimization methods are stochastic searching methods, which are leaned on the naturally biological evolution. They work simultaneously with a number of potential solutions and they are variable, robust and powerful. They give the opportunity to solve complex and multi-criteria problems in a reasonable time. Further advantages of this approach are the better results and the time saving. The presented evolutionary algorithm for the automatic calibration of simulation models for the virtual engine application has been evaluated by simulations.
INTRODUCTION
To reduce the measuring effort at engine test benches one dimensional engine process simulations can provide a valuable contribution. Therefore, to simulate the engine combustion with changing operating points defined among other things, like engine speed, throttle angle, westgate angle at the turbocharger, valve timing on intake and exhaust, intake valve lift and air-fuel ratio, a physical combustion model with an integrated turbulence model is used, which must be adapted to the engine by only few calibration parameters that cannot be measured directly. These parameters are adapted automatically to each combustion engine with the help of a powerful evolutionary algorithm optimizer.
Already in the sixties of the 20th century Holland and Goldberg (E. Goldberg and Holland [1988] ), Fogel (Thomas Back [1997] ), Rechenberg (Rechenberg [2003] ) and Schwefel (Schwefel [1977] ) have tried to apply the principles of the biological evolution like the "'survival of the fittest"' on optimization problems. Independently of each other Holland and Goldberg developed the genetic algorithms, Fogel the genetic programming and Rechenberg and Schwefel the evolutionary strategies, which build together the classic evolutionary algorithms. Every evolutionary procedure works during the optimization on a number of potential solutions (the population), which are improved through little changes to reach an acceptable solution quality at the end of the optimizaton. Similar to the natural evolution, which is based on the three steps reproduction, variation and selection, the evolutionary algorithms are also divided in such phases and are complemented with additional phases to suit the algorithms to the given problem.
In the following the phases and the structure of the used algorithm are presented. In the third section the structure of the simulation model for the virtual engine application is introduced and the previously introduced evolutionary algorithm is evaluated on this model by simulations and the results are demonstrated. A summary of all advantages of the use of evolutionary algorithms for the automatic calibration of simulation models for the virtual engine calibration and an outlook in future projects conclude the contribution.
EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
Evolutionary algorithms are characterized by a multiple of changable parameters. This includes the choice of a suitable representation of the problem, the various evolutionary operators within the parameters, the right population size and also the weighting function itself. The parameters allow on the one hand a high adaptability of the algorithm to the given problem but on the other hand they can make the algorithm very sensitive about changed properties of the optimization problem. In the following the structure and the design of the used algorithm are presented.
Structure and Design of the algorithm
As mentioned before the configuration of the parameters is not easy and the parameters cannot usually be understood as individual and independent controllers but they build an connected network. The modification of any parameter has an essential effect on other parameters. Good parameter settings are different for each problem and cannot be transfered to other algorithms with other evolutionary operators. The presented algorithm is divided into the components initialisation, fitness assignment, selection, recombination, mutation, reinsertion and termination (see figure 1 ), which are now further examined. 
Initialisation of the individuals
At the beginning of the algorithm the individuals of the start population are calculated on the basis of a random initialization in the input space. If previous knowledge is given about the problem to be solved in form of some known good individuals, these are included in the optimization. At the random initialization the variables V ar of the individuals i are selected uniformly distributed and randomly from the given definition range of the variables. The following equation can be taken: 
Fitness assignment
The fitness assignment defines how many offsprings every individual produces. Generally the distribution of the fitness values should guarantee, that less good individuals produce no exorbitant number of offsprings and with many good individuals a significant distinction of the fitness values of the good individuals still take place. A robust solution is the rank-based fitness assignment (Baker [1985] ) and with use of multi-criteria problems the multiobjective ranking (Zitzler E. and L. [1999] ). At the rank-based fitness assignment the selection pool is sorted by the objective function values. Through the rank-based fitness assignment an uniformly scaling over the selection pool is introduced, which leads to a simple and effective way to control the distribution of the fitness values. For the fitness function a linear ranking is used:
with N sel as number of individuals in the selection pool, pos as position/range of one individual in the sorted selection pool (the worst individual has the position pos = 1) and Sp as selction pressure. Linear ranking allows a selection pressure in the range [1.0, 2.0]. In Pohlheim [1995] a method for a nonlinear ranking is presented.
Selection and Recombination
The direct selection of the individuals is implemented in the next step. At this step, the selection, the individuals, who serve as parents for the next generation, are chosen according to their fitness. The selection probability of an individual is calculated by its fitness normalised by the whole fitness of the selection pool (stochastic universal sampling (Baker [1987] )). After the selection follows the recombination, in which the information of the parents is combined and the offsprings are created of the parents. For the parameter optimization a discrete recombination (Mühlenbein and SchlierkampVoosen [1993] ) is used. For every variable position i it must be chosen from which parent (par1 or par2) the variable value (var) of the offspring (of f ) is used:
a i ∈ {0, 1} with the same probability, a i for every i new calculated.
Mutation
Afterwards the offsprings are undergone a mutation. Thereby, the variables of the offsprings are changed by small, with a low probability afflicted noise (mutation step). A mutation method for real variables is used (mutation of an evolutionary strategy (N. Hansen [1995] and A. Ostermeier [1994] ). For the implementation of this mutation method the possibility exists to learn the direction and the step size by adaption. To store these step sizes and directions additional variables are attached to the individual. In addition, this mutation operator works with a huge population, in which only the best individuals produce offsprings. Nearly all parents are replaced by the offsprings, which build the new population. This allows a good evaluation because all offsprings are in the population at least for a short time.
Reinsertion and Termination
After the offsprings are produced and evaluated, they are included in the population. This is done by the reinsertion. This step is particularly important if the offsprings not easily replace the parents. It is decided by the reinsertion which offsprings are reinserted in the population and which individuals of the population are replaced ("'die"'). A selection of the offsprings must only be done if not all produced offsprings are reinserted in the population. The parameter therefore is the reinsertion rate. How many offsprings are produced depends on the parameter generation gap. Both parameters decide how many offsprings are reinserted. Is the reinsertion rate ≥ the generation gap, then all offsprings are reinserted in the population. If the reinsertion rate is < the generation gap, then only a part of the offsprings are reinserted. Then the algorithm continues as long as a fixed termination criterium is fulfilled. The maximum number of generations (or objective value calculations) is the most popular termination criterion in the use of evolutionary algorithms. Its advantage is the good manageability and the guaranteed termination of the optimization.
Parallelization of the algorithm
A huge advantage of this evolutionary algorithm is the great performance for parallelization. The simplest possibility is the global parallelization (farming model), at which the objective value calculation of the individual and partly the use of the mutation operators is parallelized. The management of the population, the selection and the recombination take place on the master processor, every slave processor valued one individual. This kind of parallelization is simple to implement and is worth if the objective value calculation is very time intensive. In picture 2 the parallelization of various clusters and processor is shown by a multi agent system (MAS). Thereby, this is a system, which consists of many similar or different acting units, which solve the underlying problem collectively. In the following the combustion model in 1D-simulation, which is implemented in GT-POWER, is explained. GT-POWER is the leading engine simulation tool used by engine and vehicle makers and suppliers and is suitable for analysis of a wide range of engine issues. GT-POWER is designed for steady-state and transient simulations and can be used for analyses of engine and powertrain control.
It is applicable to all types of internal combustion engines and provides the user with many components to model any advanced concept. GT-POWER is based on one-dimensional gas dynamics, representing the flow and heat transfer in the piping and in the other components of an engine system. In addition to the fluid flow and heat transfer capabilities, the code contains many other specialized models required for system analysis. GT-POWER has the capability to model all of the aspects of the engine in the schematic shown below and more. By being comprehensive, the code is well suited for integration of all aspects arising in engine and vehicle development.
A one dimensional flow simulation is a simulation of the gas dynamic processes under consideration of flow and heat transfer in the whole system. A one dimensional simulation simplifies the process in the manner of considering the flow relevant factors such as flow speed, pressure, temperature and density for example as constant over the cross section of a discretization object. In this connection the whole engine system is built up in a graphic interface with the help of given parts like pipes, compressor, cylinder and crank drive. The flow model involves the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, namely the conservation of continuity, momentum and energy equations. These equations are solved in one dimension, which means that all quantities are averages across the flow direction. There are two choices of time integration methods, which affect the solution variables and limits on time steps. The time integration methods include an explicit and an implicit integrator. The primary solution variables in the explicit method are mass flow, density and internal energy. The primary solution variables in the implicit method are mass flow, pressure and total enthalpy. Further details on each of these methods will be discussed below. The whole system is discretized into many volumes, where each flowsplit is represented by a single volume, and every pipe is divided into one or more volumes. These volumes are connected by boundaries. The scalar variables (pressure, temperature, density, internal energy, enthalpy, species concentrations, etc.) are assumed to be uniform over each volume. The vector variables (mass flux, velocity, mass fraction fluxes, etc.) are calculated for each boundary. This type of discretization is referred to as a "'staggered grid"'. For further details about the conservation equations and about the explicit and implicit solving method see GT-POWER [VERSION 6.2, September 2006] . To simulate also combustion specific parameters within the simulation a physical combustion model must be integrated. One huge effect on the combustion is the turbulence in the cylinder, so this aspect is integrated in this combustion model.
The compexity of the processes in the combustion engine on the one hand and the necessary abstractions at the physical description on the other hand require a calibration of the used models to achieve the needed quality. The calibration parameters are thereby implemented as factors on various combustion factors, which take influence on the thermodynamics, the turbulence and the geometry (e.g. laminar and turbulent flame speed and turbulent kinetic energy) (Knoll et al. [2011] ). A schematic overview of the combustion model is shown in figure 3 . Fig. 3 . Schematic overview of the combustion model.
Because of the numerous interactions between the individual calibration parameters a manual adaption of the calibration parameters is almost ruled out. To reduce the time effort for the calibration process a routine was developed, which performs automatically the calibration by an interaction of the specific software of the optimizer and the engine process simulation. Furthermore, an automatic calibration method helps to enhance the acceptability and distribution of the simulation tool. To minimize the time required for the calibration, a routine was developed which automatically writes the calibration parameters provided by the optimizer in an ASCII file. The engine simulation tool reads these parameters and runs a simulation based on these on a computing cluster. Once finished, the results return to the optimization routine and an objective function is calculated that has to be minimized. For direct control of the progress and the current values, the optimization and evaluation is done locally on the workstation. The engine simulation is performed on distributed computing hardware for speed reasons. This loop is shown in figure  4 . A combination of the deviations of various conversion points is therefore evidence of the objective function (Knoll et al. [2011] ). 
EXPERIMENTS
In the following the introduced evolutionary algorithm for the automatic calibration of simulation models for the virtual engine application is evaluated by simulations by means of the one dimensional combustion model desribed the section before. The evolutionary algorithm is compared with the Nelder Mead Simplex algorithm, which is the most used algorithm for the automatic calibration of simulation models for the virtual engine application. With this experiment it is shown that the evolutionary algorithm achieves the same or better results in less time.
For the optimization five engine characteristic distributed operating points are chosen. Thereby, a global improvement of all operating points is reached with simultaneously less simulation effort. The optimization is terminated after 100 optimization steps (iterations) with a duration of 45 minutes. The parameter settings of the optimizer are chosen according the description in section 2. The selection pressure is 1.7, the generation gap is 0.9 and 2 subpopulations with 4 individuals each are used. Every individual is calculated parallel on one cluster. On figure 5 the process of the chosen deviation function, in this case a combination of deviations of 5% and 50% mass turnover, is presented. Here you can see, that after a large deviation at the beginning of the optimization a fast approach to a minimally possible deviation is reached after 32 optimization steps by the evolutionary algorithm and after 64 optimization steps by the standard optimizer, the Nelder Mead simplex algorithm. That shows, that with the evolutionary algorithm the same error as with the standard optimizer can be reached, but in more than half time less. This would be a time saving of more than fifty percent. Not only at the chosen points to be optimized, but also in the whole characteristic diagram a good accordance between the simulation and the measurement can be reached by the evolutionary algorithm. Now, with this calibrated combustion model extrapolated statements about the combustion characteristic values are also possible.
In addition in figure 6 the evolution of the factors, which influence the thermodynamical parameter values for the calibration parameters, like the turbulent kinetic energy, the flame speeds, the expansion factor and the characteristic burning time, and which are set by the evolutionary algorithm, is shown over each optimization step. One can see, that at first the values are individually adjusted "'oneby-one"' and then through simultaneous modifications of all parameters the optimum is reached.
OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSION
In this contribution an evolutionary algorithm is presented for the automatic calibration of simulation models for the virtual engine application. First the structure and the design of the evolutionary algorithm are presented and a possibility is explained to save time with the use of the algorithm. Then the simulation model is introduced and the evolutionary algorithm is tested on the model. The results show that the use of the algorithm has many advantages. It is very flexible in the use on many possible problems and at the same time it is very robust against noisy factors. The algorithm can control the adaptivity of the parameter optimization, it looks globally for the optimum and reaches a time reduction in the simulation process. Futhermore, it overtops conventional algorithms in the use of discontinous, non differentiable, multi-modal, very noisy and not well defined problems and it consists the possibility of a multi-criteria optimization. This last aspect can be used in a further development target, the automatic identification of suitable physical constants of an amount of possible parameters. To identify the calibration parameters in the presented process, which have the effective greatest influence, at first an appropriate objective function must be chosen, on which the calibration take place. The optimization of the objective function occurs through the evolutionary algorithm, which is passed at the used cases and can deal with multicriteria and multi-dimensional problems. The target of this simulation optimization is the finding of the Pareto front and therefore the minimization of the ressources. Thereby, the removal of calibration parameters, which have only less influence, leads to a great time saving. For the future this aspect will be also used in practice to achieve better results in less time and therefore a reduction of emissions and consumption.
